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Why I Wrote This Book
Let me be sincere and honest with you from
the start: I don’t give a fuck what you think of
my view on the world and women. I know I
start every book like this - that’s because I like
it that way. This book represents what I
discovered having had many relationships
and having had endless amounts of onenight-stands with hot girls and other fun
encounters. In this spirit, if you are a yogapracticing vegan: fuck off. If you are a
feminist: fuck off. I don’t care what most
people think because they are just talking,
while I am the artist that fights in the arena. I
put in thousands of hours of work in the form
of tears, hard breaks, hard dick, orgasms and
sperm production. I did it so much, my balls
7

started complaining. I never asked you to buy
or read the book. I take the money, but please
keep your opinion to yourself - nobody cares.
You think Elon Musk cares what I think about
spaceshipts - that’s right, not a single fuck will
be given on any of my thoughts. If you don’t
like my thoughts, put the book away. If you
have different or opposing views, that’s good.
Write a book about it and put yourself out, or,
shut the fuck up. Until you put yourself on the
line, you are as important and meaningful as
a YouTube comment on a viral video. You are
a cockroach unless you put yourself out there
and hold yourself accountable publicly. Glad
we talked about it.
I am not saying that my views are right or the
only views: I am saying those are my views
8

based on real life experience and I think that
they resonate with a very large proportion of
the male and female population. Yes, most
girls I talk to and seduce absolutely love the
things I say: as a matter of fact, they fuck me
because of my views on the world. Of course,
the beta metrosexual dude that secretly takes
a dick up the ass once a month in a dark
Soho corner and the feminist vegan Yoga
chick that fondles the fanny of underage
school girls during lunch break might disagree
with me. Good! I don’t want to agree with
people that are fake. I don’t buy their fake
image. The are also driven by survival and
replication deep down - they just want to
make you believe their are better people than
you and me. Possibly, a priest would be the
9

sincerest and cleanest person in the world, or
would he? Have a look at the fake
wholesome image of a homosexual
paedophile Bishop like Peter Ball. Cute, isn’t
he?

10

Peter Ball - British Bishop in the Church of
England and Convicted Sex Offender

By and large, this book is a testament to prohuman relationships in the way it was
intended by nature: I am a scientist at heart
and I believe in Darwinism. It’s by far the best
11

model we found for explaining the origin of
species and it stood the test of time. Men and
women are not the same. Last time I checked
I had two bold beautiful balls dangling
between my thighs and my girlfriend didn’t - if
you girl has a set of balls between her legs
and they are not yours, then you are either
drunk in Thailand and you will regret it
tomorrow, or you are into some kinky
threesome shit that I don’t want to know more
about. We need to realize that nature gave
men and women specific roles that we need
to fulfill in order to procreate and spread
human intelligence throughout the universe.
That’s why we are here on earth: yes, the
answer is 42.

12

So please if you’re one of those people that
bought into the media brainwashing, political
correctness and the idea that men and
women are the same, drop the book, make
yourself an avocado sandwich, have a (diet)
coke and smile and shut the fuck up.
Everyone else, please go ahead, learn, laugh
and grow as a human being.

13
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Extreme Work Ethics & Approaching Girls
Direct and Sexual - Why You Must Do It?
The biggest revelation I had after having
taught 100s of men in person and via video
conferencing is this: it’s great to read the
books, to watch the videos and to go out and
do it yourself. But, and this is a big but (no
pun intended), there is a million miles
between what you do and think is necessary
to get results and what I do and what is truly
required to get results. Why do I say this? I
say this because I watched guys that thought
they were already good come out with me
and almost started to cry after 5h of training.
Their eyes got bloodshot, they wanted to take
breaks, they didn’t want to open and they
wanted to quit. “Tony can we have a break?”
15

was the most regular sentence I heard: all the
questions around openers, transitions and so
on disappeared in the face of extreme work
ethics. It’s overwhelming for 99% of people.
Seduction is like special forces: it requires
you to go way beyond what you think is
mentally and physically possible in order to
get results. When you think you are done,
your tank is still half full. You just have no
work ethics. You are weak like a fat kid that
doesn’t play sports. Accept it, fatty! You are
fucking fat, lazy and mediocre, just like the
girls you fuck. Ok, that’s a bit rude, but
probably true.

16

Measuring Seduction Progress: The Flat
Staircase

17

Conversion means that you turn an approach
into sex. Beginners do tons of approaches
and get few girls into bed. Hence, they have
low conversion. The conversion rate can be
expressed as a percentage: i.e. how many
girls do you have sex with out of the girls you
approach. E.g. if you approach 100 girls and
had sex with 5 girls, then your conversion rate
is 5%. Some girls you will have had to date
multiple times before you had sex, other girls
you will have had sex with the same day you
met them and many girls will drop out before
you have sex with them (e.g. only come to an
instant date). That’s why you have different
conversion rates for different stages of the 3
Step Logistics (see book: SDL King). The
reason it is called a conversion funnel is
18

because the conversion rates will drop the
further down you get to the stages of the
seduction process. Image it like a narrowing
mountain pass or a coffee filter: it’s triangular
in shape and it gets narrower the further you
get into it. The top of the funnel is the largest
point because that is where you generate all
your leads (by approaching). The narrowest
part is the bottom of the funnel which is
Venue 3 (closing location); this is where you
convert the approaches into sex. You may
approach 100 girls, go on 15 instant dates, go
on 5 Venue 2s, 3 girls end up on your couch
and 2 of them you close. As you see, the
funnel gets narrower: 15% instant date you,
5%, go for a second drink with you, 3% end

19

up on your coach and finally 2% of girls you
approach you have sex with.
Measuring your conversion funnel all the way
down to the bedroom is very important. Why
is it so important? Because it allows you to
pinpoint where your seduction process needs
to improve: i.e. your sticking points. Those are
your pain points and when you add reflection
to pain you get progress. If you don’t
measure, then you don’t know where you are
going wrong and you keep making the same
mistake: that’s the definition of ignorance (or
stupidity to be less politically correct). As a
matter of fact, I regard this process so
important that I made an infield app that does
exactly that. It’s free and it works on any
20

browser. You can get access by clicking on
this link: infield-app.anthonyhustle.com
In general, the 3 Step Logistics conversion
funnel has distinct stages. We measure the
conversion rate at each stage to understand
how strong our skill level is. Let’s lay out
conversion rates by stage (no pun intended):

21
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The Killzone Sequence

To get the girl into the Killzone, it’s optimal to
use the Killzone Sequence. Now, you always
seed and then establish the frames, but you
also care about the sequence of the frames.
The Killzone Sequence dictates how to
establish proper frame control

23

Male Leader Frame in Feminine Cultures

If you have experience with feminine cultures
(culture where men and women are equal)
then you know that girls from these cultures
can react negatively to the Male Leader
Frame. That is the case because they were
raised to be independent and to not believe in
the standard family model: feminine cultures
24

believe that guys and girls should have equal
roles: share caring for the baby equally, earn
equal amounts of money or have at least the
same chance to do so, have the same duties
inside the house, have the same education
level and so on. When an alpha male comes
along and establishes the Male Leader
Frame, it either ends in disagreement or it is
brushed to the side quickly. Either way, it
doesn’t get a standing ovation. This is often
the case with Scandinavia women for
example.
The question is: how do you then establish
active frame control when you don’t have one
of the main frames at your disposal? The
answer is deep inside the girls (pun
intended). The part of the male leader frame
25

that girls from a feminine culture reject is part
that society invented and that overwrites her
natural Darwinian inclination: it’s the social
concept of equality of the sexes that was
invented by society. It’s not natural: it’s
horseshit that society piled on top of beautiful
raw Natural Selection. This is all prefrontal
cortex shit basically. It’s the girl’s logical brain.
It’s not the part of her brain we want to tackle.
The part we want to tackle is the part that
makes girls horny when looking at an alpha
male; the part that is burned into the
vegetative nervous system: the part that she
cannot control. That is the part we therefore
focus on - the societal prefrontal cortex shit
she learned from her environment, we simply
skip. We don’t just skip it, but we put it to rest
26

so we can bypass this annoying artificial
cultural filter. We bypass and then we rely on
the good old reptilian brain: the Amygdala.
The part of the brain that makes her want to
suck dick even though she is a yogapracticing vegan management consultant.

27
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Two Ears and One Mouth

God gave you two ears and one mouth for a
reason: you are supposed to listen twice as
much as you speak. Most guys are so
nervous when they talk to a girl that they
completely miss what she is trying to
communicate. Then they collect her number
or even go for an instant date with her, just to
find out later that she will never call back
again. Why is that? That is the case, because
29

the girl is nervous too and she doesn’t want to
be rude: most girls are super socially savvy,
trying to avoid conflict at any cost. Their
moms taught them this: be nice to everyone.
So girls hand out numbers and/or come to
instant dates, but deep down, just like a child
that is put on the spot for making a mess, girls
often lie to get out of the situation. It’s perfect:
just be nice, play along and then get out of
the situation. She gives out a fake number,
she goes on a 5min coffee without being
attracted and, to put the nail into the
seduction coffin, you end up as one of her
thousands of Instagram fanboys. Happy
fucking birthday, you are on your way of
creating a very frustratingly Steep Staircase.

30

The truth is that most guys are dishonest with
themselves. If they listened to the girls body
language and words, they would see that she
is not attracted from a million miles away. She
is merely playing along to not be rude or she
has time to waste. This is the worst thing that
can happen to you: it’s worse than a straight
blow out, much worse. How do you avoid this
from happening?

31

Relative Local Anchoring

Do you remember the days in high school
when there seemed to be this one beautiful
girl that everyone loved and that one cool guy
that every guy wanted to be? That was total
horseshit: your brain was playing tricks on
you. That guy and that girl were the one-eyed
among the blind. In reality, nobody in your
high school was cool or accomplished in any
way, shape or fashion. All losers, including
32

yourself. Little teenage dickheads and
underage girls. Does this offend you? Good,
because let me explain: they were the most
beautiful, smart and most popular people in
your view, because they were the best in their
respective high schools. Your high school
may have consisted of 2000 pupils - maybe
less. So those people you admired managed
to stand out among 2000 people - not only
people, but 2000 teenagers. It served them
well by the way. They enjoyed a good time in
high school. What they unknowingly took
advantage of is a relative local anchoring
bias. They were relatively beautiful, smart,
funny, and good at football among those 2000
people. That’s why they were popular.
However, if you threw them into the mix with
33

the elite of the world, they would dismally fail.
They would be pooped out as trash. Let me
explain how you can exploit this to your
advantage.

34
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The No Game Fallacy of Frigid Cultures
and Small Cities

The possibly worst place in the world to
seduce women would be a small village in
some ultra fundamentalist Muslim country
where women get stoned for adultery. As
guys move towards this combination of small
city with frigid culture, guys tend to change
their game. The limiting belief that the Straight
36

Line Seduction Model does not work in such
cultures (i.e. it’s too forward, the girls are local
and need more comfort, the girls only meet
guys from their social circle etc) opens the
door for fear. The fear of blowing the set out.
The fear of losing that one girl that you
worked so hard for. You start taking numbers,
you start doing many dates before you pull
and you start compromising the model. You
go full chump mode. Let me explain my
mindset when gaming in frigid cultures and
small cities.

37

Synchronous-Asynchronous Game

One of Bruce Lee’s famous quotes is this:
“Before I learned the art, a punch was just a
punch, and a kick, just a kick. After I learned
the art, a punch was no longer a punch, a
kick, no longer a kick. Now that I understand
the art, a punch is just a punch and a kick is
just a kick.” The is what happens when you
go from unconsciously incompetent to
unconsciously competent. It’s the process of
internalizing technique to the point where
38

your body executes on the highest level
without thinking. What most people don’t
understand, but what is buried in Bruce Lee’s
quote, is this that there is an intermediate
step: “After I learned the art, a punch was no
longer a punch, a kick, no longer a kick.”
When you are a bloody beginner you just
throw shit at the wall and see what sticks; like
a child. You feel good and just go with it
without thinking: you are shit at what you do
but you are in the moment. Then a pro comes
along and points out what you need to
change: you become self-aware and selfconscious. You start thinking while executing.
You are pulled out of the moment and into
your head. Now, a punch is no longer a punch
and a kick is no longer a kick. Then, after
39

many hours of training, some technique sinks
in and you do not think about it anymore: the
best example is riding a bicycle. Do you think
about how to ride a bicycle? Of course not,
but children try really hard when they start
learning how to ride a bike. The same applies
to seduction: you need to first learn the
technique: all the lines, moves and patterns
as described in my books, The Chemistry of
Seduction and The Bible. In this learning
process, you lose being in the moment. You
lose “vibe” for the lack of a better word. Later,
you internalize every bit of technique and
every element until you are unconsciously
competent and in the present again. Let me
explain to you how this process works and
how you master the transition from
40

unconsciously incompetent to unconsciously
competent to master seduction all the way.

41
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The Flywheels

As soon as you fluctuate between frustration
and hope, when it comes to seduction, you
are in a flywheel. Your head is spinning and
you are losing control of the situation. This
can be the case because a girl’s got tight
game and/or is subjecting you to push-pull
tactics, or it can be because your setup is
43

psychologically unintelligent: think of a guy
that’s hooked on slot machines, sipping “free”
alcohol feeding the slot machine his hardearned cash. His set up sucks dick and it’s
running his life. There are various flywheels
you can enter along the seduction process,
from taking numbers, to short dates that lead
to nothing, to relationships. Let me explain
how to avoid these flywheels and how to keep
a clear head when seducing and dating ultra
hot girls around the world.

44

Breakup Bounce-backs

One of the hardest things to do is to get back
out there after breaking up with a girl you
loved (or you thought you loved). It’s definitely
a ton easier if you break up with her, since it
was your choice in this case. But either way it
can be hard: the novelty of being free and
single can wear off and when you are alone at
home or feel like spending time in bars and
clubs with meaningless encounters. Alcohol
and a pointless pool of average pussy (or a
lack thereof) can do the rest to put you into

45

depression mode. The big issue underlying
these feelings is human’s tendency to loss
aversion (i.e. prospect theory) and our
Maslowian needs for love and human
intimacy. Once we feel loss in combination
with lack of interconnectedness, our reptile
brains rings the alarm bells: what the fuck
happened? We used to fuck and cuddle this
cute girl that took care of us. She was perfect.
Where is she? Now this is an illusion. You are
in love with an illusion. This girl didn’t love you
or else she wouldn’t have left you. Or, you
didn’t love her or else you wouldn’t have left
her. Let me explain how to mentally deal with
this illusion to get you back on track to dating
girls that are 10x hotter and nicer than any girl
you dated so far in your life.
46
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The Straight Line Seduction Master Plan

To have unlimited sex with very hot girls all
the time, you need two conditions to be
present. Either condition is required to be
present, but neither condition is sufficient.
Further, the only way to turn seduction from a
pain in the ass into an exhilarating and fun
experience is if you have both conditions
48

present at the same time. If you truly want to
get the hottest girls in the world (not everyone
wants that by the way), you need to
understand what it takes to execute Straight
Line Seduction at the highest level. Let me
explain to you right now how I do it myself.

49

The Quitting Game Fallacy

So you followed the Master Plan, you fucked
a couple dozen models, you traveled the
world and you feel like you did it all. When do
you quit then? First, I only consider someone
a master if he fucks three unrelated models
from cold approaching within one quarter (3
months). Models, influencers, playboy
models: it’s all the same. I mean girls that
earn their living from their beauty. However,
50

no money, no social circle and no status
games allowed to seduce these girls. Just
pure cold approaching: night or daytime, I
don’t mind. Of course, to do this you need to
have what I described in the last chapter. If
you can have sex with three models in three
months, you know that you are capable of
getting hot girls any time you want.
Congratulations, you did master seduction if
that’s your reality. Right at that moment when
you achieve that goal, you are the most
susceptible to making a massive mistake:
thinking that you are the top player that can
get top-notch girls on command. Easily done
because that’s what it feels like. And then you
fall for one of these girls because trust me,
they are very seductive themselves. Most
51

likely, you fall for one of those girls before you
manage to close three in a row in three
months. Especially the first time around as
you are just blown away by their beauty and
energy. Either way, you will fall for one of
them and that’s when the whole ordeal
unfolds in front of your and your friends' eyes.
Of course, you will drop all girls in your
phone. Then you will stop going out to game.
She will of course still have her social media
and events she goes to so she will keep
feeling sexy and sought after. She will get
approached all the time: she will stay a 10,
while you revert back to chump mode by
construction: all your power was derived from
your ability to cold approach and to seduce.
All your abundance was derived from keeping
52

the pipeline of hot girls full by going out every
week. This is all gone now: as a matter of
fact, the girl might tell you that she knows that
she is not the first girl you approached and
fucked the way you did her and that it’s
despicable, while of course it’s ok for her to
sell her ass on social media even when she is
with you. Slowly but surely, she is wrapping
you up: you are about to enter a world of pain
where she maintains 10 status and you revert
to suckballs chode mode. Not only does it
fuck with your relationship as she feels the
lack of attraction, but it fucks with you as a
man as you lose respect for yourself - the loss
of the once so prevalent feeling of abundance
shrinks your balls to peanut size. So how do
we deal with this situation?
53
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Seducing The Top 0.1% & Love on First
Sight Fallacy

Seducing an average girl is easy because we
don’t give a damn about the outcome. As a
matter of fact, we probably are sick of her
after sex. Seducing a top model is hard,
because we really care about the outcome:
it’s our dream to have sex with a top model.
From a physical point of view, there is no
difference between an average girl and a top
55

model: they are both made out of 90% water,
they both have two breasts, two eyes, two
legs and one pussy. These girls will still react
the same way to seduction material. What’s
different is our interpretation of the girl: one
we don’t care about and one we are nervous
around and potentially intimidated by. The
reason we are nervous is because we are
mentally not prepared to lose her. We care
about getting her and the thought of losing
her is gut wrenching. Another one of those
girls that I want and cannot get. This is
exactly where we have leverage to turn this
situation around. Let me explain to you how
to mentally prepare for dating the hottest and
most sought after girls: your personal dream
girls. The girls that make you cream your
56

boxers when they walk past you in the
streets.

57
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Girls that Seemingly Give You Nothing Getting the Desert Wet
You have been on the date for 1 hour and the
girl gives you zero. Let me give you a quick
trick before I start the chapter: don’t try to fuck
her. Don’t make it your goal to fuck her. Make
it your goal to get her into your flat. Play the
game of you having to get her into your flat:
once she is in your flat, you won and, trust
me, most often it’s game on then: you end up
fucking her.
One of the conclusions I drew in The Close is
that there are some girls that don’t go into the
Killzone no matter what you do. That is valid
and sometimes the case. However, I would
argue that I didn’t fully explore the idea of
girls that are just not reacting in an
59

extroverted fashion to verbal A-E. Some girls
don’t react the same to words as they do
react to actions. Of course, it’s less fun if the
girl is quiet, but you can still close. Those girls
could be shy, they could be afraid of being in
the spotlight or they could just be introverted.
They may still be very interested and soaking
wet - as a matter of fact, shallow waters run
deep. You just need to find a way to get
access.
The scenario is actually super frustrating and
I struggled with it for years. I think many guys
struggle and conclude: she was just boring or
not interested. Often, that is not true. I first
came up with the Kamikaze move - that was
my solution: read it up in The Close. The
Kamikaze move is required if she really
60

doesn’t react to anything. Then I would rather
burn the house down than let her off the hook
without trying. However, often girls are just
not reacting to verbal A-E. For those girls,
there is a better solution. I will explain now
how to spot and seduce girls that are secretly
in love with you but give you zero verbal
feedback. It’s a true innovation as many girls
exhibit exactly this behavior.

61

How to Game Smart & Efficiently During
Winter and When Everything is Closed (Covid
Pandemic)
We all love the old “good weather seducers”.
The girl is wearing a short skirt, staring up into
the clouds as if she was totally confused by
her new surroundings, birds chirping, while
she is ambling down a cobblestone street,
looking ever so vulnerable and seductive. It’s
a warm summer evening, you swoop in and
45min later this 19y old goddess is sucking
you off, while you are texting your regular
whether you will have Sushi or Lebanese for
take-away tonight. Yeah, sure, and then you
woke up!
Truth is, most guys only go out when the sun
is out and the conditions are right. Going to
62

Russia in winter is a no-go for most guys.
That’s why they all go at the same time to the
same place. They all go to Prague, Warsaw,
St Petersburg, Minsk and the alike; but only
when the weather is nice. That’s when you
see hordes of losers on the street trying to hit
on girls. Obviously, it’s futile as they don’t
have what it takes. And by the way, that’s why
I never cared about other guys gaming
around me: it’s meaningless as I will utterly
crush them out of the girl’s mind as soon as I
open. His approach will become a distant
memory - a nuisance at best, but most likely
just another brain fart of hers. So what I will
write next is not related to competition by
other seducers - I don’t feel any competition.
What I am writing next is about fishing where
63

the fish are and putting yourself in a scenario
in which you have unlimited choice of hot
girls; because that is what matters. What
doesn’t matter is whether it is sunny, rainy,
middle of December, or hailing fucking golf
balls.

64
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Characteristics of a Dream Woman

Let’s assume now you fucked your brains out,
are tired of drowning in a pointless pool of
model pussy: i.e. you are ready to settle and
have family or just enjoy the good life with
your wife. How do you choose that woman?
Of course, it depends on what you like in a
woman, appearance wise as well as
character wise. If you like self-determined
66

blondes, you are better off looking in
Scandinavia than in the Republic of Kongo.
However, when choosing a dream girl, a girl
that you can marry, there are a set of
objective criteria and trade-offs that are not
obvious on the surface. Furthermore, to find
out those criteria, you need to fail at
relationships. Not only does it hurt
emotionally, but it’s a slow process. You can’t
just have 5 relationships in one year and
learn everything about relationships in that
one year. It takes decades to figure out what
matters and it’s a matter of taste and
character: iteration speed is very slow. So let
me save you a couple decades right here and
now.

67

I will write this chapter from my perspective:
by that, I mean I will write this chapter as a
review of my past failed relationships to figure
out what type of girl I want to settle with.
Disclaimer: I am at a stage in my life where I
am ready to settle with the right girl. I won’t
compromise as I would rather fuck a lot of hot
girls than waste my time with a girl that’s not
right for me in the long run. This is my thought
process:

68

Sheep-Sheepdog Theory

There are two types of people in this world:
sheep and sheepdogs. 90% of people are
sheep. They look up to a leader for direction
and follow their advice more or less blindly.
They trust a person and then follow. It’s a
natural human tendency to follow: that’s
evolution and Darwinism. In The Close I write
about it at length. Signs of being a sheep are:
69

preferring to work in a large company with
hierarchy and under a boss, unwillingness to
do things that are considered risky by
conventional wisdom, being socially adjusted,
friendly and finding it easy to fit in across all
types of social circles, not rocking the boat
too much and therefore not getting into
trouble too often, a MBA from a top business
school, inability to make big decisions quickly,
slow to change habits such as country of
domicile. To find typical characteristics of a
sheepdog, you can just invert that list. Read it
back and think of the opposite for each item
to see the difference. Very often men are just
caught in a commitment to a job, woman,
mortgage, family and so on and are
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suppressing their “sheepdoggedness” due to
that commitment bias.
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Homebuilder-Explorer Theory

In general, there are two types of people:
people that want to explore and conquer and
people that want to settle and build. The
explorers go abroad to study, travel and have
a great time finding out about the world.
America is a distillation of the human spirit of
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exploration: that’s why it’s always been
attractive to me. Explorers are usually not too
connected to the people and culture they
grew up with. For example, I am glad to be
German, but I despise the German attitude
towards innovation, progress and following
your dreams. The German “work hard and
don’t dream too much” attitude is offensive to
humanity in my point of view. That’s a topic
for another book maybe. On the other hand,
Homebuilders are the opposite of explorers.
They are connected to the people and area
they grew up in. They need this environment
to feel mentally stable and they feel much
less comfortable or even threatened when
being abroad in an unknown environment.
They like speaking their mother tongue and
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they want to be close to their parents and
childhood friends. All of this provides them the
mental comfort and safety they need to relax.
Once this is taken away from them, they feel
threatened and uneasy. From this
perspective, let me explain to you what
exactly you want to look for in a girl in order to
live a life that’s rich and fulfilling from a male
perspective. There are some very dangerous
pitfalls and you want to avoid them as it can
cost you decades of your best years as a
man.
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Excitement-Balance Theory

Under certain conditions, excitement gets
beaten out of the relationship: women will be
women so they will have emotional reactions
which cause excitement or drama. But there
are some women that have no true passion.
They are generally people with little drive and
ambition. And the more likely and less
forgiving explanation is that they are lazy
fucks that want to live the good life without
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working. Hence, the most important aspect to
look out for when picking a woman is that she
has passion, nut the right type of passion. If
she has passion for sucking black dicks, you
are in trouble. Let me explain what I look for
in terms of passion when picking the right girl.
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Love Taker-Love Giver Theory

I once had sex with a hot young Italian girl
(actually, more than once but it sounds like a
good beginning to a sentence). After sex she
told me: “It’s ok for me because I love myself
more than anybody else.” This sentence
made me think for a second: it took away all
the neediness that young girls usually exhibit
when you fuck them really well and they fall
into your reality. It was a very healthy mindset
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she exhibited: anybody who derives love from
the external is at the whims of their
environment. I then dated at least two girls
that, even though I had a strong connection
with them, I realized that they also loved
themselves more than me. What struck me is
that I realized that there are people that love
themselves more than they love others and
those people are healthy. People that love
others more than they love themselves are
sick or inexperienced. Many girls I had had
sex and relationships with before exhibited
the this sick type of behavior. They followed
and loved to a degree that they would rather
hurt themselves staying in a dysfunctional
relationship than cutting the ties. At the core
of it, self-love (no, I don’t mean that thing that
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you do every morning and night in front of
your laptop) is healthy and the right thing to
do. There is no person in the world that can
make you happy. Happiness is a choice and
it’s a habit. You can choose to be happy or
unhappy: it’s only in the hand of others to
make you happy or unhappy if you allow them
to obtain this power. Hence, for you as a
person, you need to acquire the wisdom that
the young Italian girl had acquired: love
yourself more than anybody else. Picture a
glass of water: you can’t share a half empty
glass of water - it will never be enough for
everyone. Your glass of water needs to be so
full that it’s overflowing. Water in this case is
the amount of love you have within yourself.
Don’t try to make others fill your glass with
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water - it’s your job to fill it so much that it
spills over so you can share the love with
others. The biggest issue arises when you do
not realize what puts water into your glass
and what empties your glass. We all need to
fill our glass so it overflows: some people fill
their glass by giving love to others and some
people fill their glass by taking love from
others. Just make sure you realize how you
fill your glass of water and then pick the right
woman so your glass stays full. This is what I
will explain to you next: how to pick the
woman that keeps your glass full of love.
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Limitless Sex Theory

This is an easy one: if you don’t want to have
sex with a woman, there is no relationship. No
ifs, no buts and no ands. You don’t fuck, you
don’t date, period. The trick is to want to keep
fucking her. We’ve all fucked a girl and then
lost interest by the third date. The attraction
turns into disinterest or even disgust: it’s not
about her, it could happen with any other girl.
As a matter of fact, it happens with most other
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girls. So sorry to disappoint, sex it’s not like
pizza: it’s not still good even when it’s bad.
Let me explain to you why it’s important pick a
girl that you want to fuck all the time, rather
than a girl that’s just “hot”. And then let me
explain to you how to cultivate the right
mindset to achieve this goal and not get
trapped in Flywheels all the time. Again, there
are many traps and this will save you years of
your youth as a man.
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Long-term Beauty Theory
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Your desire for beauty will never die (as a
man). That’s why 80 year old guys date 20
year old models. Beauty will vanish with age. I
used to say that men age like wine: they get
better with age. While women, they just age.
Jokes aside, I want a woman that looks great
when she gets older. Sharone Stone is a
great example of a well-aging woman. And
that is actually already the main point: you
want a girl that looks good in her older days.
Let me explain to you what to look out for in a
woman: if you pick the wrong woman as your
wife, you could be dating a negative, ugly and
low-energy bitch in five to ten years. Hope
you are ready to whip out the wallet over the
very expensive divorce. Or, just save yourself
the pain and read this chapter.
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Resourceful Organizer Theory
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A big warning sign is when you are dating a
girl that has no feeling for the value of stuff.
Even worse when she is not the breadwinner,
but in general it is bad. For example, if she
wants to go out to eat all the time, throws
away things that could be reused (nope,
condoms do not count in this category, but for
example grocery shopping bags), wastes
money such as keeping the entire house lit all
day long, has to get her nails done twice a
week and the alike. Further, it’s a bad sign if
she is not organized: the house is messy, she
can never find things that you are looking for
and things like hygienic products such as
toothpaste always look messy/disgusting. In
other words, the household is not in order. Let
me explain to you how to filter out girls that
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are posing as good wives but that are lazy
fucks in reality. Again, the pain you will go
through when spending your best years and a
lot of cash with the wrong girl is terrible: you
will beat yourself for not having read this
chapter and listening to my advice.
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